
 

Master Lock Combination Using Serial Number

i have a master lock that i purchased at a
store (i don't know the brand name, but its
a master lock), and i have the combination
memorized. it would be easy to guess it by

comparing with other locks or using the
counter-clockwise method, but i have no

idea how to do that. i tried to take a picture
of the number, but it has no numbers on it
and it's not in the format of this site, which
i found that would have the numbers. i've
tried this method for the past three hours

and am getting nowhere. i used a
calculator to try to figure out the number,
and it's pretty close, but the numbers are
off because they're too close. i dont know
where to go from here. ive tried searching
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around and found a lot of stuff that is not
relevant. anybody have any suggestions or
ideas? thanks in advance! i had a master
lock combo for years and years on a safe
that belonged to my mom. years ago, she

misplaced the combination which i had
never bothered to write down, and i never
knew it. i had recently purchased a new

safe and wanted to use the combo on the
new safe, so i entered the 4 digit

combination and the key turned. i couldn't
believe it. no combination, no key, no

problem. needed a new combination for a
new locker, had an old lock on it, did a web
search and found this site. i had a guess of
33, so i figured if it was wrong, i would find
out real quick. tried it and it worked. went
back and typed the whole thing in, and it
came up wrong. decided to try the web

page and it came up right. lucky for me, i
didn't have to get up and move the lock to
read the combination. i just got a master
lock combo lock for my rec room. here's
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my problem, the combination is in the
keyhole and i don't know what it is! i have

never had to replace the lock before
because i never needed to know it. they
said it would take 2-3 weeks for them to
get me a new one. i just called them and

they said they have a combination that fits
my lock and they will overnight it to me. i

am happy with the service but i am getting
the feeling i will be getting one of these

locks again because they won't even send
me a new combination.
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after finding out my first number, i went to
get the other numbers from the packaging

that she tossed, and theres a 10 digit
number. i figured that 10 digit might be the
last digit of the combination, or not, i tried
the quick new method to get the last digits

and it gave me 3, 9, and 3 (but as
mentioned before, 9 wasnt the right one). i

tried the number generator with some
numbers that she had given and i got the
right results. theres a chance that she had
an older lock, or a lower quality lock, but i

doubt it. anyways, i have no problems
generating the right combination of

numbers. it's just the first one that is killing
me. theres no wear, no fraying, no

scratches, nothing. i've been at this for
hours trying to figure it out, and i can't find

anything out of place. as for the last 3
digits, i tried two algorithms, the quick new
method, and the 100 tries or less method,
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but i can't get the first two numbers to
match. i did come across a post that had
some information about this, where the
guy suggested that they were 10 or 12
digit combinations, and the last number
was a faker. ive tried all that and it still
doesn't work, the numbers are just too

close. they are all within 1 digit, and the
last number is all over the place. the first

number is always within a couple of digits,
but it varies wildly. i tried all the methods
listed on this site to no avail, and it's not

just me, there are people all over the
internet reporting this kind of situation. i

dont know if it's the lock or the
combination, but i hope someone can help.
im willing to pay a fortune for this answer if
someone knows how to do it. 5ec8ef588b
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